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Prepare for Constitutional Change

10 March 2014

Scotland: the Land of the Book


Former Prime Minister Gordon Brown has announced his six point plan for constitutional change in the UK.




With an eye on the Scottish Independence Referendum on 18 September 2014, and anticipating a “No” vote, the Labour party is setting out its stall for the 2015 General Election.  In the forefront of the constitutional debate is the former prime minister.

Gordon Brown’s contribution will be taken seriously.  He is not only capable of addressing the subject, unlike some of the other players on the field, but he has a find online casinos here longstanding interest in it.  His first speech to the House of Commons as prime minister announced plans for constitutional change, and he returned to the subject later in his premiership.

As a seasoned politician with global economic knowledge, he is the first big player to enter the serious debate which is coming.  Although David Cameron has announced the need for constitutional change, he is a neophyte to such serious topics and his lack of historical knowledge was revealed when he called Britain a junior partner to America in 1940.  Further, if UKIP splits the Conservative vote, it is likely that Labour will come through the middle to win the Election, and the Lib Dems have signalled that they could go into coalition with Labour if need be.

Brown will be influential in the coming debate, and this means that Brown’s proposals warrant close examination. 

For most of its existence, the Scottish Christian Party has been warning about the effects of constitutional change upon the Christian constitution of Scotland.  Christians have tended to ignore the topic, and the SNP has been studiously quiet about it.



Related Stories

	 The SCP view of Scotland’s Christian constitution.

	 The SCP view on Scottish Independence.

	 3/7/2007: Gordon Brown’s first address to the House of Commons as prime minister, Mr Brown said he would “surrender or limit” powers in 12 areas, including royal prerogatives such as declaring war without parliamentary approval. 

	 10/6/2009: Gordon Brown’s proposal on changing the voting system.  He also pledged tougher sanctions for MPs guilty of misconduct, including the power for constituents to recall MPs. 




Hannan on the European Union

8 March 2014

Doomed Marriage by Daniel Hannan, MEP


With the European elections looming, voters may want to read A Doomed Marriage: Britain and Europe by Daniel Hannan, 2012.




In this book Daniel Hannan, MEP, says: “Over the past 40 years, Britain has run a cumulative trade surplus with every continent on the planet except Europe. Between 2005 and 2010, the EU accounted for 92 per cent of our total trade deficit.”

Hannan is a Conservative Member of the European Parliament who provides essential information on the current situation within the European Union (EU).  It is available on Amazon as a hardback or Kindle version.

Hannan is a eurosceptic and contradicts the europhile mantra that “big is beautiful”: “In the global wealth league table, the ten states with the highest GDP per capita all have populations below seven million. What matters to a modern economy is not its size, but its tax rate, its regulatory regime and its business climate.”

Rather than big being beautiful, we have discovered the dangerous nature of the phrase “too big to fail”.  In practice, this means that they are “too big to manage”.  The EU is an institution that is too big to manage by such diverse cultures who do not even speak a common language.  Just as the banks were too big to fail, so the German Chancellor has backed the idea that the eurozone is too big to fail.

Rather we need an orderly dismantling of this huge juggernaut before it crushes everything in its path, just as we are attempting to dismantle banks that are too big and cut them down to a manageable size.  

Hannan writes: “Over the past 40 years, Britain has run a cumulative trade surplus with every continent on the planet except Europe. Between 2005 and 2010, the EU accounted for 92 per cent of our total trade deficit.”

Dr David Griffiths, the leader of the Christian Party in Wales, has given a synopsis of the main points in a Book Review, which is available for download here.  Griffiths summarises Hannan: “For 37 out of 38 years of membership Britain has put in more than it has taken out. The exception being 1975, the year of the referendum on withdrawal and so it can be argued that European economics were deliberately manipulated to influence a vote that year.”

Hannan’s current assessment of Britain’s disastrous relationship economically, culturally and legally with the EU is one in a line of books pointing out the fundamental flaw in the European experiment.  An early book was The Rotten Heart of Europe: Dirty War for Europe’s Money by Bernard Connolly, the Brussels diplomatic who was sacked for foretelling accurately that the euro experiment would not work.

His book exposed the fracture lines in the European dream, and he was dismissed from the European Commission for his troubles.  However, in 1995, the Wall Street Journal Europe named Connolly as one of its outstanding Europeans of the year.  His thesis about the consequences and pitfalls of European monetary union was eventually vindicated in the euro crisis of 2010.  Recently, Mark Carney, former Governor of the Bank of Canada, and current Governor of the Bank of England, identified Connolly as one of the very few economists who predicted the current global economic and financial crisis.



Related Stories

	 8 Mar 2014: Book Review by Dr David Griffiths, the leader of the Christian Party in Wales.




Holyrood’s Shame

20 November 2013

Scottish Parliament


The Scottish Parliament has debated and voted on the SNP Government’s Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Bill.


Stage 1 was the opening debate in the Scottish Parliament, with a vote in principle to progress legislation to redefine marriage to include homosexual couples.  It was passed by 98 votes to 15, with 5 abstentions.

Most supporters of redefining marriage put it within the context of equality.  This is not new.  Not only did George Orwell demonstrate in Animal Farm how equality is used as the methodology for change, but it is as old as the Bible itself, in which people complained that God’s laws were not equal.  The Lord’s response is that their ways were not equal, and so the rebellion against God’s laws continue to the present.

Alex Neil, the Minister who introduced the Bill, thought that this was one of the most wonderful debates in the Scottish Parliament.  He denied that it redefined marriage, but that it extended the eligibility of marriage to those who had been denied it.  Newspeak is much in evidence.  Jackie Baillie, a Labour MSP, called it “an idea whose time has come”.  Two Church of Scotland elders spoke in favour of the change.  Referring to the Bible, John Lamont, MSP,  said that we had moved on from Mark’s opposition to divorce and Timothy’s prohibition of wearing pearls or gold.  There is much to lament in Lamont’s interpretation of Scripture; and why did he not plainly say that it was Jesus’ teaching on divorce?  Some argued that we need to “accept people the way they are”.  This undermines the message and aim of the Christian Gospel, which teaches the need for people to change - to be born again in order to repent through faith in Jesus Christ.

If Christians wonder why we need specifically Christian MSPs, they might consider the number of homosexual MSPs who spoke in favour of redefining marriage.  Patrick Harvie, MSP, argued that “we” (he didn’t explain who these were, but it seemed to be the Holyrood Parliament, which he was addressing) should confront and defeat the arguments against homosexuality.  He said that he did not regard marriage to be the gold standard relationship.

The homosexual lobby want to take matters further.  Marco Biagi, MSP, said that this Bill is not the last stage in this debate because of transgender issues.  If Christians are unsure what this means, they may note that on BBC’s Question Time programme on 31/10/2013, one of the panelists was introduced as advocating “the right to change one’s gender”.  This goes beyond the question of identifying one’s biological gender, but to change one’s gender.

Highland MSP John Finnie’s support for redefining marriage included dismissing the conscientious objection of Registrars opposed to homosexual partnerships and saying that they “need to get on with it”.  No Highland MSP raised their voice in support of real, or traditional, marriage.

Several MSPs referred to the spirit being adopted towards those who opposed redefining marriage, and Elaine Smith, MSP, said: “Since indicating that I did not intend to support the redefinition of marriage, my religion’s been disparaged, I’ve been branded homophobic and bigoted, I’ve been likened to the Ku Klux Klan and it was suggested that I be burnt at the stake as a witch.”

Scotland will learn the hard way.



Related Stories

	19 Nov 2011: SCP respond to Redefinition of Marriage Consultation.

	19 Nov 2011: Text of SCP response to SNP Consultation on redefining marriage.

	16 Nov 2013 Fergus Ewing will not support the SNP Bill to redefine marriage 

	16 Nov 2013 Will it be a fight, a skirmish or a walkover? Senior SNP Minister breaks ranks with Scottish Government 

	20 Nov 2013: Holyrood’s Shame.

	20 Nov 2013: How MSPs voted.

	20 Nov 2013: Highland MSPs as silent as Highland MPs.

	9 Dec 2013: already events are moving ahead and group relationships are being promoted.  If two men can be recognised in sexual partnership, why not three or more people in any combination?  Secularists have no argument against this and some are even now promoting it.

	4 Feb 2014: the Scottish Parliament has voted in favour of redefining marriage by 105 votes to 18.  May God deliver us from such politicians.  How the MSPs voted.

	24 Feb 2014: MPs’ involvement with paedophilia including Deputy Labour leader Harriet Harman, who has accused the Daily Mail of running a “politically-motivated smear campaign” against her.  This website shows Harman wearing a tee-shirt which says “This is what a paedophile supporter looks like”, yet on BBC Newnight tonight Harriet Harman says: “I was content with the fact, in the knowledge, that nothing that I did supported paedophilia in any way, shape or form” and she refused to say that it was a mistake to .”  Paedophilia: the next taboo to break.

	27 Feb 2014: Harriet Harman regrets the link of the NCCL to PIE, but says she has “nothing to apologize for”.  Ms Harman has accused the Daily Mail of “smear and innuendo”.

	27 Feb 2014: Former Labour Health Secretary Patricia Hewitt has apologised for having “got it wrong” in the row over the National Council for Civil Liberties links with the Paedophile Information Exchange (PIE), in the 1970s when she was its general secretary.  She said the NCCL was “naive” over its links.  NCCL later changed its name to Liberty.  The BBC explains the row.




Welcome

Welcome to the Scottish Christian Party website.  We appreciate feedback.  Please let us know about any broken links, your comments on what you would like to see, and which issues you feel we should highlight.  Click .(JavaScript must be enabled to view this email address).

What does the Scottish Christian Party stand for?  Click the underlining.

Our news items include comment from the Christian Party perspective.  The Scottish Christian Party does not necessarily endorse the views in stories to which it links. The purpose of linking to a story is to prove a fact or reference, not to approve it.  The SCP is not responsible for the content or accuracy of external websites that can be accessed from the links of this site.

Check out our long list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).

Check the right-hand margin for our latest Newsletter.

At the top of the right-hand margin is a search box.  Enter the topics that interest you and search our website to find out what we have said about it.

If you would like to know more about the Scottish Christian Party in your area, click here to send us an email or telephone 01463 796952.

Many of our documents are PDF files.  You can download these files, but you require Adobe Reader to read them.  Adobe Reader can be freely downloaded from the Adobe Website and then installed on your computer for future use.

Terms and Conditions.
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It is not a wasted vote
It can be done: look here

How to join the party
Download
Catch the Vision
Membership Form

Newsletters
Autumn 2013
Summer 2013
Winter 2012
Autumn 2012
Summer 2012
Summer 2011

Other websites
Highlands and Islands SCP website
Welsh Christian Party website
Christian Party website (England).

Donations

We need funding for the European elections in May 2014.  You can contribute by PayPal or secure credit card using the donation button below.











or

Click here to print a single Donation or Standing Order form instead


International donors please note:-


UK law allows international donations up to the equivalent of £500 maximum. You can check the current exchange rates at www.xe.com/ucc/.


Follow us
Facebook
Twitter
Tweets by @NewsSCP


SCP responses to Consultations
19 Nov 2011: The SCP response to The Registration of Civil Partnerships and Same Sex Marriage, the SNP Consultation on the homosexual redefinition of marriage.

11 May 2012: The SCP response to the SNP Consultation on Independence.

14 Jun 2012: The SCP response to “Equal civil marriage”, the Westminster Government’s consultation document on the homosexual redefinition of marriage.

23 July 2013: The SCP response to The Highland Council Licensing Board's consultation, involving Adult Entertainment.

9 Aug 2013: The SCP response to the Consultation on Regulation of Sexual Entertainment by the SNP government.

Christian Institute News


Get the The Christian Institute news feed widget and many other great free widgets at Widgetbox! Not seeing a widget? (More info)



Stop adulterating marriage
  
5 Feb 2013: The Westminster Government has introduced its Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Bill to redefine, or rather adulterate, marriage.

40,000 teachers face the sack over changing marriage.

Willie Bain, MP, Glasgow North East, said that the Westminster Bill will affect Scotland.

No Highlands and Islands MP spoke up in support of traditional marriage.


Christians are encouraged to write to their MPs and MSPs to register their opposition to any legislation along this line, and to write to the Westminster and SNP Government to encourage them to drop this idea.

We already have polygamy recognised by UK legislation.
The SCP response  to the SNP Government's consultation is available for download.

14 Jun 2012: The SCP Response to “Equal civil marriage”, the Westminster Government’s consultation document.

Write to your representative politicians

You can easily let your MP, MSP or MEP know your views.

Click here to email them.

You can find your MP here; 
your MSPs here; and your MEPs here.
Useful links

Think tanks

Political

Legal action

Support efforts to bring Christianity to those without it



View Unreached People of the Day


Other websites
Highlands and Islands SCP website
Highland SCP on YouTube.
The Christian Party website for England.
Christian Party (Wales)

SCP leader's public engagements
Upcoming events

Spring 2013 Conference
Details for early registration

Autumn 2012 Conference and AGM
Download Agenda
Download Flyer
The Presidential Inaugural Prayer Breakfast

21 Jan 2013: Guest Speaker Rabbi Jonathan Cahn, the author of "The Harbinger", calls America to repentance instead of its current defiance.  He quoted Abraham Lincoln: "Those nations only are blessed whose God is the Lord", and George Washington's words on 30/4/1789: "The propitious smiles of heaven can never be expected on a nation that disregards the eternal rules of order and right which heaven itself hath ordained."
RSS Feed

Get news updates

Priorities

Monitoring the Scottish Government,
the Scottish Parliament and 
their Westminster equivalents.

Supplying informed Christian comment on the issues of the day.

Preparing for the May 2012 Local Council elections.

Scottish Parliament pipeline
Scottish Independence referendum
Centralised Police Force?
Consultation on redefinition of marriage to include homosexual partnerships
	An anti-sectarianism Bill within six months, which Alex Salmond wanted rushed through the Scottish Parliament inside one week for the beginning of the football season, but which threatens freedom of speech unless modified
	Tory and Labour leadership elections
	Revival of Margo Macdonald's assisted suicide Bill.  The consultation can be seen here


Westminster Parliament pipeline
The Scotland Bill

Consultation on redefinition of marriage to include homosexual partnerships

Local Council elections
3rd May 2012
Do you have a SCP candidate in your area?  If you do, give your first vote to the SCP, and if he or she does not succeed, your vote will not be wasted because it will automatically transfer to your next viable choice.

This means that your choice will count twice.  This may not work if you do it the other way round; a second vote for the SCP will simply not register if the SCP candidate does not have enough number 1 votes.

If you want a SCP candidate in your area at the next election, prepare now, in good time, and read about the process here.


Prominent Lib Dem resignation
Lady Johnston resigns over Lib Dem policy

Islamic terror
Youcef Nadarkhani received a death sentence in Iran for apostasy (abandoning Islam - which he says he never followed).  He is currently on trial in Rasht. He could be executed by hanging at any time. Over 50,000 people have already emailed the Iranian embassies around the world – add your voice to theirs and deliver Nadarkhani.  SCP website details.

Autumn 2011 Conference and AGM
Download Agenda
Download Flyer

Recent Scottish election
Campaign details
What is a Wasted Vote?

	Click here
Why it is not wasted to vote SCP in the local council election
Manifesto 2011


Click here for the 2011 Manifesto
Another Opportunity
Manifesto for 2010 General Election

Download the Christian Party Manifesto for 2010 General Election

Election 2011 Analysis

Analysis of our election results,
the SNP result and a possible unrecognised factor in the SNP victory.
Our Brother Andrew campaign

The Highlands and Islands Brother Andrew campaign can be copied in the other Regions of Scotland.
Re-elect or Resurrect?

Alex Salmond wanted to re-elect the SNP.  We want to resurrect a Christian society in Scotland, and de-select the Lib Dems and the Greens.
Vision for Scottish recovery

We have a Vision for Scotland which develops the north's resources as a future driving force for Scottish productivity and trade.
Help for the small man

We fight for the consumer, forgotten in this climate of spending cuts but rising prices.  We put the consumer at the heart of our policies.  We propose a radical solution to consumer debt to help the consumer by forcing more prudent lending policies.  It is too easy to hold consumers to ransom.
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